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INTRODUCTION 

THIS WEEK’S PRIZE DRAW 

WINNERS 

The winners of the draw for the £10 Amazon 
vouchers for each year group, are listed above. Every 
piece of work submitted is put in the draw, so keep 
completing that work everyone. 

Welcome to all our new Year 7 parents, some of whom 
will be receiving this newsletter for the first time. We do 
hope our ongoing communication makes you feel part 
of our Bishop Douglass family. We witnessed this week 
those starting their journey at Bishop Douglass School, 
with our new Year 7 webinar last night and those whose 
journey has come to an end and are moving on to new 
and exciting things with our Year 13 Leavers Service. 
Thank you to all the pupils and parents who attended 
these events. We were very impressed with the 
questions our new Year 7 were asking and you can find 
all the information we referred to on our website.  

Friday’s Year 13 Service was a very emotional event, 
especially after what has been a difficult time for Year 
13s, having had their opportunity to sit their exams 
taken away from them. We send them all our very best 
wishes as they begin the next stage of their journey and 
we hope they take many happy memories with them of 
their time at Bishop Douglass. We certainly have many 
fond memories of them. 

Year 7-9 online lessons have been going well. Please 
follow the timetable your child can see on Microsoft 
Teams, as for a variety of reasons, a member of staff 
may have to move a lesson to a different time. If you 
have any login issues please let us know at: 
ITsupport@bishopdouglass.barnet.sch.uk. If you cannot 
access the online provision for any reason, such as not 
having an electronic device or access to the Internet, 
please let us know and we will endeavour to help you. 
Contact us at: 
schooladmin@bishopdouglass.barnet.sch.uk with any 
questions or queries you might have. We are very 
grateful to Chipping Barnet Foodbank who kindly 
donated 4 mobile hotspots for us to provide to families 
who need it. Year 10 have been an absolute pleasure to 
teach in school this week. We do also have the online 
provision continuing for them and the Year 12 students. 
Be alert and keep safe everyone. Best wishes for the 
weekend. 

Mrs Henderson, 

Head of School 

Follow Bishop Douglass on Twitter! Alongside the 

newsletter, you can now keep up to date with all the 

latest news via our Twitter account 

@BishopDouglass  

BISHOP DOUGLASS ON TWITTER 

     FORTHCOMING EVENTS 

Thursday July 9th 

New Year 7 visits to the school (please see your letter) 

Friday 17th July: Last day of term 

Year 7  Zeinab KADUM 

Year 7 Ella MCLAUGHLIN-YOUNG 

Year 8  Manuel PINTO 

Year 8 Elizabeth-Anne FABELURIN 

Year 9  Faraz MOUSAVI 

Year 9 Dhorian BITALO 

Year 10 Tara DEV 

Year 10 Peter DE ALMEIDA  
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Free webinar delivered by the British Dyslexia 
Association. Thursday 2nd July 7:30pm 

https://www.bdadyslexia.org.uk/news/assistive-technology-and-the-
dyslexic-learner-free-webinar-for-parents  

A MESSAGE FROM MR REED 

WORDS OF THE WEEK 

Monday- Commensurate - (Adjective) - 

Corresponding in size or degree; in proportion. 
You will get a salary increase commensurate with 
your additional responsibilities and work. 
Reward should be commensurate with effort. 

 
Tuesday- Mutable - (Adjective) – Liable to 

change. 
The toy is mutable and can be transformed into 

many different shapes. 

Since your physical weight is mutable, you can lose 

or gain pounds depending on your diet and exercise. 

 

Wednesday- Smattering - (Noun) - A slight 

superficial knowledge of a language or subject; a 
small amount of something. 
He has a smattering of French. 
He has a smattering of knowledge about physics. 

 

Thursday- Consecutive - (Adjective) - Following 

each other continuously. 
She was absent for nine consecutive days. 
After six consecutive defeats, the team was almost 
ready to give up. 
 

Friday- Longevity - (Noun) - Long life; long 

existence or service; duration. 
The new batteries being marketed by the 
manufacturer are supposed to have a five-year 
longevity. 
You can increase the longevity of your life by 
avoiding tobacco in all shapes and forms. 

 

Last year, Bishop Douglass was a smouldering pot full 
of creative volcanic eruptions, as the year 7s 
impressed us with their volcanoes.  

Geography baking challenge: Bake a Geography cake, 
you can take inspiration from Michal with a volcano 
cake, make a rainbow cake showing the layers of the 
Earth or if you are feeling adventurous make a 
tropical rain forest.  

Submit a picture of your tasty creation to your 
geography teacher and get your family to judge the 
taste of your cake.  

 

Picture of Michal's volcano  (8C) 

This Wednesday saw some of our year 10 stu-
dents return to school for some face to face 
learning. Both students and staff were very 
excited to be back in the classroom. The stu-
dents worked incredibly well and adapted to 
the new classroom designs seamlessly. The 
positive attitude in school was matched by the 
brilliant weather! A huge well done and thank 
you to students and staff. 

For more information, please contact: 

 schooladmin@bishopdouglass.barnet.sch.uk 

Mr Reed 
Head of Year 10 

NEWS FROM THE GEOGRAPHY 

DEPARTMENT 

https://www.bdadyslexia.org.uk/news/assistive-technology-and-the-dyslexic-learner-free-webinar-for-parents
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WINDRUSH DAY 22nd JUNE 

Windrush Day took place on 22 
June, remembering the day when around 500 
migrants from the Caribbean arrived at Tilbury 
Docks in Essex in 1948. Britain was just starting 
to recover from World War Two back then. 
Thousands of buildings had been bombed, lots 
of houses had been destroyed and it all 
needed to be rebuilt.  

For more information see the slides on Show 
My Homework.  

This month's Big Issue had a front cover about 
the Windrush too; and contributes towards 
those less fortunate than ourselves. 

Madam Lewinton 

HISTORICAL FIGURE OF THE 

WEEK 

To learn more about the life and works of 
Andrea Levy, visit:  
https://www.andrealevy.co.uk/ 
 

Read: Small Island (2004) or The Long Song 

(2010) by Andrea Levy.  

 

Watch: Theatre performance of Small Island is 

currently being shown on National Theatre at 

Home YouTube channel. Available until 

Thursday 25th June.  

 

Read: The Lonely Londoners by Sam Selvon is a 

seminal novel written in patois about the 

experiences of the Windrush generation 

arriving in the UK. 

 

Enjoy: A selection of poetry by British- 

Caribbean poets: 

Island Man by Grace Nicholls which is about the 
cultural displacement her husband (John 
Agarde) felt when he arrived in London:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=1bACVeAclpU 
Half-Caste by John Agarde: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z1V-
pQBEDO0&t=22s 

SAINT OF THE WEEK 

 
 
Saint John Fisher 
 

Life: 16th Century AD 

Country of Origin: England 

Historical significance:  

Fisher was executed by order of Henry VIII dur-

ing the English Reformation for refusing to ac-

cept him as the supreme head of the Church of 

England and for upholding the Catholic Church's 

doctrine of papal supremacy. He is honoured as 

a martyr and saint by the Catholic Church. He 

shares his feast day with Thomas More on 22 

June in the Catholic calendar of saints and on 6 

July in that of the Church of England. 

https://www.andrealevy.co.uk/
https://www.andrealevy.co.uk/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1bACVeAclpU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1bACVeAclpU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1bACVeAclpU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z1V-pQBEDO0&t=22s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z1V-pQBEDO0&t=22s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z1V-pQBEDO0&t=22s
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 TIPS FOR MAINTAINING A HEALTHY DIET 

Eating a healthy diet is very important during the COVID-19 pandemic. What we eat and drink can affect our 
body’s ability to prevent, fight and recover from infections. 

While no foods or dietary supplements can prevent or cure COVID-19 infection, healthy diets are important for 
supporting immune systems. Good nutrition can also reduce the likelihood of developing other health prob-
lems, including obesity, heart disease, diabetes and some types of cancer. 

1. Eat a variety of food, including fruits and vegetables  

Every day, eat a mix of wholegrains like wheat, maize and rice, legumes like lentils and beans, plenty of fresh 
fruit and vegetables , with some foods from animal sources (e.g. meat, fish, eggs and milk). 

• Choose wholegrain foods like unprocessed maize, millet, oats, wheat and brown rice when you can; they are 
rich in valuable fibre and can help you feel full for longer. 

• For snacks, choose raw vegetables, fresh fruit, and unsalted nuts. 
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2. Cut back on salt  

• Limit salt intake to 5 grams (equivalent to a teaspoon) a day. 

• When cooking and preparing foods, use salt sparingly and reduce use of salty sauces and condiments 
(like soy sauce, stock or fish sauce). 

• If using canned or dried food, choose varieties of vegetables, nuts and fruit, without added salt and 
sugars. 

• Remove the salt shaker from the table, and experiment with fresh or dried herbs and spices for added 
flavor instead. 

3. Eat moderate amounts of fats and oils  

• Replace butter, ghee and lard with healthier fats like olive, soy, sunflower or corn oil when cooking. 

• Choose white meats like poultry and fish which are generally lower in fats than red meat; trim meat of 
visible fat and limit the consumption of processed meats. 

• Select low-fat or reduced-fat versions of milk and dairy products. 

• Avoid processed, baked and fried foods that contain industrially produced trans-fat. 

• Try steaming or boiling instead of frying food when cooking. 

4. Limit sugar intake  

• Limit intake of sweets and sugary drinks such as fizzy drinks, fruit juices and juice drinks, liquid and powder 
concentrates, flavoured water, energy and sports drinks, ready-to-drink tea and coffee and flavoured milk 
drinks. 

• Choose fresh fruits instead of sweet snacks such as cookies, cakes and chocolate. When other dessert 
options are chosen, ensure that they are low in sugar and consume small portions. 

• Avoid giving sugary foods to children. Salt and sugars should not be added to complementary foods given to 
children under 2 years of age, and should be limited beyond that age. 

5. Stay hydrated: Drink enough water  

Good hydration is crucial for optimal health. Whenever available and safe for consumption, tap water is the 
healthiest and cheapest drink. Drinking water instead of sugar-sweetened beverages is a simple way to limit 
your intake of sugar and excess calories. 
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 Star Pupils of the Week 

A massive well done to all the pupils named below who have been mentioned by their 

teachers for completing excellent work on ShowmyHomework.  

Keep it up!  

Forename Legal Surname Subject Year Form 

Anna Clara AGOSTINI DE SOUZA Drama 7 7 Campion 

Olutoye ALABI Drama 7 7 Campion 

Renee APPEA Drama 7 7 Campion 

Dantae BARTON Maths 7 7 Ward 

Ellie BUTLER Drama 7 7 More 

Lucja DZIALEK Maths 7 7 Ward 

Keon FRIMPONG-MENSAH Drama 7 7 More 

Josiah GACHERU Drama 7 7 Campion 

Anne HENEAGHAN Drama 7 7 Fisher 

Ethan MURRAY Drama 7 7 Fisher 

Hanna NELSON Drama 7 7 More 

Isabel NORMAN Maths 7 7 Ward 

Zuriel OKAI-MENSAH Drama 7 7 Campion 

Adeline ORGHIDAN Drama 7 7 Campion 

Bahador SAHAMI Drama 7 7 More 

Charna SCOTT Maths 7 7 Ward 

Paniz TAGHIPOOR Maths 7 7 Ward 

Janet WILLIAMS Maths 7 7 Ward 

Joseph WILSHER Drama 7 7 Fisher 

Salman AHMAD-ROY Drama 8 8 Owen 

Mustafa AHMED Maths 8 8 Owen 

Vivek AJESH Drama 8 8 Fisher 

Negar AMIRI Science; Maths 8 8 Ward 

Gift APULA Drama 8 8 Fisher 

Boduinor BITALO Science; Drama 8 8 Ward 
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 Star Pupils of the Week 
Forename Legal Surname Subject Year Form 

Shian Ayesha BULANDOS Drama 8 8 Owen 

Anna DAVLETSHINA Drama 8 8 Fisher 

Ayla DILLABY Drama 7 7 More 

Elizabeth-Anne FABELURIN Drama 8 8 Campion 

Joseph FANOKUN Maths 8 8 Owen 

Luca GARRIDO Drama 8 8 More 

Denver GODINHO Drama 8 8 Owen 

Savindi GUNARATNE Drama 8 8 Fisher 

Randell KAIYEWU Drama 8 8 Owen 

Thomas KLIMAS Drama 8 8 More 

Leo LAGO Drama 8 8 Campion 

Ashley LITHY Maths; Drama 8 8 Ward 

Malachi MUNGENGA Maths 8 8 Ward 

Marcin PASZEL Maths: Drama 8 8 Ward 

Manuel PINTO Drama 8 8 Campion 

Christopher QUINONEZ-PAZ Drama 8 8 More 

Amelia 
ROMANOWSKA-
LATOCHA 

Drama 8 8 Campion 

Parsa SADIGHNOOHI Drama 8 8 Owen 

Reshaniya SHANTHAKUMAR Drama 8 8 More 

Erik SKENDAJ Science; Drama 8 8 Ward 

Aidan SOUZA Drama 8 8 Ward 

Emin SOYLER Maths 8 8 Ward 

Katerina STEPANOVA Drama 8 8 More 

Nyanda BAYO Maths 9 9 Ward 

Samera HUGGINS Maths 9 9 More 

Achai KUOL Sociology 9 9 Ward 

Karine VICENTE Maths 9 9 Owen 

Nazila ALIEVA English 10 10 Ward 

Mohammadali AMIRI English 10 10 All Saints 

Paula-Stefania CHIVU Maths 10 10 Fisher 

Sebastian LUPEI Maths 10 10 Campion 

Ryan PINEDA Maths 10 10 Ward 

Eduard REDINCIUC Maths 10 10 Ward 

Tanwir SEDIQ Maths 10 10 Ward 

Deandre SIMPSON Maths 10 10 Campion 

Mohamed Amin TALSI ACHARRADI Maths 10 10 Ward 

Grace Ybette YNION Maths 10 10 Ward 

Aida ZEIRAKJA Maths 10 10 More 


